“Mental health ultimately means that an individual, through rich emotion affirming encounters with living, has integrated his or her life in such a way that the emergent self-structures, deeply affective, can steer a satisfying, cognitive course through future emotional jungles of lived lives.”

– Jaak Panksepp

CTIN 503 - SPRING 2017
Interactive Entertainment, Science & Healthcare
(2 Units)

Instructor:
Prof. Marientina Gotsis, MFA
gotsis@usc.edu
Office: SCI 201U

Lecture: Tuesdays 4-5:50PM @ SCI 308
Office hours: Tuesdays 6-7pm by appointment

SEE SYLLABUS IN PROGRESS:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Iyz6VZ2ROwKPRWJnib9DUuAhfpD-anyAMMKMoAepnAw/edit?usp=sharing